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I. Media Coverage of Presidential Candidates: A Campaign to Inform or Smear? 
II. Case Study 

 
How Our Votes Were Cast By the Media 

 
Journalism lays claim to communicate the truth in all aspects of news reporting.  While 

the definition of truth is universal, the judgment of which truths are ethically sound for disclosure 

is highly individual.  However, during politically charged times, a collective stance emerges on 

which presidential candidate stories are appropriate and worthy of media coverage.  With the rise 

of a democratic government, came the birth of mass media as the primary mode of receiving 

political discourse and facts.  From a democratic view of society, a journalist’s duty is to inform 

citizens of facts regarding a candidate that can potentially aid in one’s political decision making 

process.  From an epistemological viewpoint, the coverage or reporting of a candidate’s overall 

character, whether through insight on personal relationships or endeavors or through facts 

supporting or debunking a widely-concerned about rumor, is worthy.  However, to consider the 

media’s affect on citizens’ political decision making process, we must temporarily overlook the 

worthiness of the coverage and instead focus on the disparity of media coverage on each 

candidate.    

 
Reporting Rumors On: 
 
Senator John McCain 
 

On February 21st, 2008, The New York Times published a front cover story titled For 

McCain, Self-Confidence on 

Ethics Poses Its Own Risk.  The 

article focused on the suspicious 

relationship between McCain and 

female lobbyist Vicki Iseman.  

The article does not suggest that 

McCain was involved in a sexual 

relationship with Iseman but 

merely displays the publicly 
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expressed concerns about the frequent measures McCain took to please Iseman’s clients. Each 

proposition made by the journalist is supported by documentation or a quote from McCain’s 

friends, Vicki Iseman, and a campaign advisor.  Rutenberg et al state, “Mr. McCain’s friends 

dismiss questions about his ties to lobbyists.”  Immediately following this, the journalists include 

a self-verifying quote from Senator McCain’s friend and campaign advisor, Charles Black: “I 

don’t think his personal and social relationships matter” (Rutenberg et al).  Suspicion about a 

lack of quotes is quickly dissolved as former campaign advisors and associates make 

acknowledgments of Senator McCain’s favoritism towards lobbyist Vicki Iseman which 

validates the severity of the issue.   

Rick Davis, McCain’s campaign manager, wrote a letter expressing his disdain for The 

New York Times which he published 

on JohnMcCain.com.  Davis called the 

NYT’s article an “un-sourced hit-and-

run smear campaign” that has shown “it 

cannot exercise good journalistic 

judgment when it comes to dealing 

with a conservative Republican.”  One 

of McCain’s senior advisors who was 

quoted in the article, Charlie Black, 

accused The New York Times of being 

a liberal paper that was printing 

“rumors and gossip.”  Black publicly 

called the article a “partisan attack on the conservative senator McCain.”  After running the 

article, The New York Times saw a great public outcry.  The New York Times released a 

statement regarding the public’s questioning of the article which stated that the newspaper stands 

by its reporting and that “the story speaks for itself.”  Executive Editor Bill Keller said that they 

“publish stories when they are ready.”  He defined “ready” as having facts that have been “nailed 

down” to the newspaper’s satisfaction, having subjects who have each been given a full and fair 

chance to respond, and having an end result of reporting that has been written up with only 

proper context and stipulations.  After receiving complains from the campaign that the article did 

not give McCain’s side a proper and full opportunity to address the issue, The New York Times 

decided to include a statement released by the McCain campaign at the end of its article: 
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It is a shame that The New York Times has lowered its standards to engage in a hit-and-
run smear campaign. John McCain has a 24-year record of serving our country with 
honor and integrity. He has never violated the public trust, never done favors for special 
interests or lobbyists, and he will not allow a smear campaign to distract from the issues 
at stake in this election.  Americans are sick and tired of this kind of gutter politics, and 
there is nothing in this story to suggest that John McCain has ever violated the principles 
that have guided his career. (Rutenberg et al) 
 
CNN came out with a report on the NYT article titled “smear or story” which included 

quotes debunking the NYT’s claims.  CNN never addressed the status of the alleged affair.  

Similarly, John Mecurio of MSNBC, reported on the controversy surrounding the NYT article in 

a McCain vs. Obama “watch and learn campaign” segment that focused on the facts presented in 

The New York Times article rather than the controversy surrounding the ethicality of the article. 

The story of an alleged affair involving Senator McCain highlights either the often 

impulsive nature of certain mediums or the sensationalistic-news-craving nature of society, 

depending on how one views the dichotomy.  Herein lies the classic, literal and philosophical, 

argument: what came first, the chicken or the egg?  Does the public’s desire to know about 

public figures’ personal lives encourage or stem from the news coverage of such stories?  

Analyzing other mediums’ coverage of non-political news on politicians will in part answer this 

question and in whole provide a clearer understanding of how our perceptions are shaped by the 

media we consume.   

 
 
 
Barack Obama 
 
 On October 11th, 2008, the New York 

Times published an Op-Ed column story titled 

The Terrorist Barack Hussein Obama.  This 

article was published following speculation of 

Obama’s seemingly hidden middle name.  Many 

believed that his middle name ‘Hussein’ 

suggested that he was connected to terrorists 

through familial ties and many were questioning 

his honesty, integrity and citizenship as a result.  

While the title of the NYT’s article suggests a 

briefing, at the very least, of the origin (and 
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implications) of Obama’s middle name, Frank Rich, the article’s columnist, instead focused on 

how Senator John McCain and Governor Sarah Palin were taking advantage of Obama’s middle 

name through various implications of domestic terrorism.  The image at right accompanies 

Rich’s story.  

On February 28th, 2008, CNN’s Alex Mooney published an article titled Republicans 

decry use of 'Hussein' in Obama's name, written around GOP Communications Director Bill 

Hobb’s statement that the party will no longer use Obama’s middle name in news releases 

because of the racial overtones it carries.   

 

Satirical Coverage On:  

 

Governor Sarah Palin 

 

“I can see Russia from my house,” declared Tina Fey, a comedian on Saturday Night 

Live, during one of SNL’s most famous skits impersonating Sarah Palin.  Fey poked fun at 

Palin’s daughter’s pregnancy as she stated, "I believe marriage is meant to be a sacred institution 

between two unwilling teenagers.”  What was initially meant to be a one show segment, turned 

into a recurring role for Fey.  The image below is of Fey, posing next to a Hillary Clinton 

impersonator, holding an imaginary gun. 
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Fey portrays Palin as childlike and unprofessional as she sticks her tongue out and gives a 
thumb down sign. 

 
 

In the image below, Fey pays tribute to Palin’s ‘jack of all trades’ façade. 

 
 
Late Night Comedy 
 
"Of course, a lot of famous sound bites will be remembered for this campaign. There were some 

good ones. Barack Obama saying, what was his one? Oh, 'We are the change that we seek.' John 

McCain saying, 'I would rather lose an election than lose a war.' Sarah Palin saying, 'Do you 

have this in size 6?'" --Jay Leno 

 

"Sarah Palin was asked a question by a third grader and she got it wrong. She apparently still 

does not know what the vice president does. She says he or she runs the Senate. No, not in this 
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country. You know I would never accuse George Bush of being a bright man, but when he was 

elected, at least he knew which building to show up to." --Bill Maher 

 
Senator Hillary Clinton 
 
 Amy Poehler, an SNL 

comedian, impersonated 

Hillary Clinton and portrayed 

her as a highly accomplished 

politician who is highly 

obsessed with becoming 

President.  In a skit with Fey 

as Palin and Poehler as 

Clinton, Clinton’s feeling 

about the media being unfair 

to her and treating Obama more favorably is addressed through the following dialogue: 

 

Fey (as Palin): “So in the next six weeks, I invite the media to be vigilant for sexist behavior.” 

Poehler (as Clinton): “Although it is never sexist to question female politicians’ credentials.  

Please ask this one about dinosaurs.  So I invite the media to grow a pair.  And if you can’t, I will 

lend you mine.” 

 
Late Night Comedy 
 
"And Hillary Clinton's camp says she is not actively seeking the vice presidential nomination. 

Passive-aggressively seeking it, yes." --Jay Leno 

 

"But don't discount Hillary Clinton, because she's nothing if not shrewd. Don't ever forget that. 

Hillary has a back-up plan. First, nothing but superdelegates. Remember when we heard all 

about the superdelegates? Well, now she has another back-up plan to get to the White House. 

She's going to marry John McCain." --David Letterman 

 

"Have you been following the story about Reverend Wright, Barack Obama's pastor? Hillary 

said if her pastor had made the comments that Reverend Wright had made, she would have left 
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that church. Interesting distinction she makes. She also says if her pastor had been blown by 

Monica Lewinsky, she would have stayed." --Bill Maher 

 
 

The nation’s laws, as they relate to candidates, have encouraged public concern to broaden.  

In a society in which public officials legally give up a portion of their privacy rights in order to 

enable the public to accurately and easily learn of their character, the public’s interest has grown 

to be invested in both the personal endeavors and relations of public officials.  However, when 

the media engages in unequal coverage- in terms of frequency and nature- of the candidates, the 

public’s perception of presidential candidates is blindly persuaded. 

 
III. Exercise 
 
Consider yourself an editor for a well-respected newspaper, such as The New York Times, or 

a credible news television channel, such as CNN.  It is the week before the Presidential Election 

Day.  Coverage of both Barack Obama and John McCain has been incessant but quite 

monotonous as no new revelations have arisen, creating for tight competition among media 

organizations.  You receive a ‘tip,’ or lead to a story, about a middle-aged woman who claims to 

have dated Barack Obama while a student at Columbia University.  She has personally contacted 

you with an offer to interview her, off camera, in exchange for a lump sum payment of $250,000.  

She has several photographs of her and Obama that she is willing to show editors and producers 

but does not want them released to the public.  You have 15 minutes to decide to run with the 

story before she recants the offer and presents it to your biggest competitor. 

 
After deciding whether to run the story, consider the following questions: 

 

1. What is your decision and why? 

2. What is your primary goal as a journalist and how will your decision to run or not run this 

story serve that goal?    

3. What are the ethical implications of reporting or not reporting this story? 

4. If you or another publication reports on the story, how do you foresee this affecting 

Obama’s chances in running for president?   

5. After the story is released, there is great public outcry.  Release a statement to the public 

explaining why you ran the story or why you chose not to. 
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IV. Analysis Criteria 
 

Access 

A Democratic view of society is that informed citizens are apt to make informed decisions.  How 

does access to media during political elections affect or influence a Democratic society?  How 

important is access to media during Presidential elections in terms of getting information?   

 

Awareness 

What are the underlying messages of the late night comedians’ jokes and how is the significance 

of the messages affected by the medium?  How will awareness of the disparity in the nature of 

media reports on rumors about McCain and Obama affect how you view international media 

coverage on foreign political elections?   

 

Assessment 

What was the purpose of the New York Times creating a front page story on a speculation about 

McCain?  How might different people assess the SNL skits differently?  Are the late night 

comedy jokes used as a tool to attract attention or publicize a legitimate viewpoint of the writers?  

Why or why not? 

 

Appreciation 

The traditional media discussed in this case study is most typically associated with disseminating 

news about political candidates to the greatest amount of people.  However, citizen journalism is 

on the rise and has empowered a younger generation to become politically active.  Can blogs, 

and other modes of social media, positively change the face of politics and increase votership?  If 

so, how?  What do you appreciate most about traditional media that cover political stories?  

What makes you appreciate citizen journalists’ coverage of said stories? 

   

Action 

What action can the public take to redefine media to mirror its original purpose: to report on 

facts with a driving motive to inform the public?  What act can the public engage in to prevent 

itself from being persuaded by unequal and slanted media coverage of political candidates?  
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V. Resources 
 
The New Republic article addresses the NYT’s decision to run the McCain story and the 
aftermath in, The Long Run-Up: Behind the Bombshell in ‘The New York Times.’ 
http://www.tnr.com/article/politics/the-long-run 
 
A NYT’s columnist writes an opinion article titled, What That McCain Article Didn’t Say, about 
the public’s reaction to the NYT’s article on McCain. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/24/opinion/24pubed.html 
 
Media analysts ponder the ethicality of NYT’s McCain article, in Howard Kurtz’s ‘Media Notes’ 
section article titled, N.Y. Times’ Editor Bill Keller Responds to McCain Flap. 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/blog/2008/02/22/BL2008022201858.html 
 
Another example of Saturday Night Live’s Tina Fey impersonating Governor Sarah Palin. 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2008/09/27/tina-fey-as-sarah-palin-k_n_129956.html 
 
 

VI. Authorship 
 
Brittney Hershkowitz 
Student at Hofstra University 
Hempstead, New York, USA 
 
 
 
 
 

 
VII. Credits 
 

NYT article For McCain, Self-Confidence on Ethics Poses Its Own Risk 
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/21/us/politics/21mccain.html 
CNN article Smear or Story 
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/02/21/mccain.story.irpt/index.html 

 
MSNBC McCain vs. Obama “watch and learn campaign” 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/23279035/ 

 
NYT Op-Ed article The Terrorist Barack Hussein Obama 
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/12/opinion/12rich.html 

 
CNN article Republicans decry use of ‘Hussein’ in Obama’s name 
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/02/28/tennessee.gop/index.html 

 
Saturday Night Live Tina Fey skit impersonating Governor Sarah Palin 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2008/09/13/tina-fey-as-sarah-palin-o_n_126249.html 

 
Saturday Night Live Amy Poehler impersonating Senator Hillary Clinton 
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http://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/clips/palin-hillary-open/656281/ 
 

Photograph of NYT front page McCain article 
http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3155/2289568312_b7c7b72f1f.jpg 

 
 

Photograph of Tina Fey as Sarah Palin with flute 
http://binside.typepad.com/photos/uncategorized/2008/10/05/tina_fey_sarah_palin.png 

 
 

Photograph of Tina Fey as Sarah Palin with thumb down sign 
http://www.insidesocal.com/tv/palin-fey3_1011916c.jpg 

 
 

Photograph of Tina Fey as Sarah Palin and Amy Poehler as Hillary Clinton together 
http://cm1.theinsider.com/media/0/101/16/tina-fey-as-sarah-palin-snl-big.0.0.0x0.440x330.jpeg 

 
 

Photograph of Amy Poehler as Hillary Clinton at desk 
http://assets.nydailynews.com/img/2009/01/22/alg_snl.jpg 

 
 

Late night comedy quotes on Hillary Clinton 
http://politicalhumor.about.com/od/hillaryclinton/a/hillaryclinton.htm 

 
Late night comedy quotes of Sarah Palin 
http://politicalhumor.about.com/od/sarahpalin/a/palin-jokes_2.htm 
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VIII. Teacher’s Guide 

 
Using ‘Media Coverage of Presidential Candidates: A Campaign to Inform or Smear?’ in the 

classroom 
 
Learning Frameworks Relating To This Lesson Plan: 

 The Definition of ‘News’: What types of stories, information or facts constitute ‘news’ is 

highly individual.  However, as people become more involved with citizen journalism, a 

collective stance on the definition of ‘news’ emerges.  By analyzing the media coverage 

of political candidates presented in the lesson plan, students can identify key similarities 

in content, context, and delivery styles to gain a better understanding of characteristics of 

news stories.  Have students research the alleged McCain affair under the ‘blogs’ Google 

tab to see how citizen journalists covered the story.  Is there a disparity in the styles of 

reporting and the amount of stories written between blogs and social media sites and 

newspapers?  What does this tell you about how the definition of ‘news’ changes as the 

mediums change? 

 Frames of Reporting:  The way in which a story is created, presented and delivered to the 

public can influence one’s opinions or perceptions of the truth.  After students watch the 

SNL clips, listen to the late night comedy jokes and read newspapers’ stories on the 

alleged McCain affair, ask them to share their ideas on why reading, watching and 

listening to news offers very different experiences and how each experience added to 

their understanding of the story.  Are you more likely to be persuaded by a newspaper 

article because of its reputation as being strictly a news-reporting medium or do you feel 

more likely to be subconsciously persuaded by satirical coverage? 

 The Media’s Motives: Newspapers compete with each other to attract readers, late night 

comedy shows compete with each other to attract viewers and citizen journalists compete 

with each other to attract visitors.  As such, some mediums resort to sensationalism in 

hopes of setting themselves a part from other mediums and increasing readership.  Before 

one can become media literate, it is important to be able to identify news reporters’ 

motives.  Some questions that help to determine motives are: What purpose does 

reporting on this story serve the reporter and the public?  Is the language completely 

objective?  Is the story newsworthy?  After students understand how a reporter’s motives 

can taint a story, have them analyze the SNL clips and late night comedy quotes.  Is it 
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easier for a producer to satisfy a personal agenda when presenting the news in a comedy 

piece, such as SNL?   

 Holes in the Story: After students read the case study, have them answer the 5 W’s (who, 

what, when, where and why) on the alleged McCain affair.  Ask them to revisit two 

articles that chose to report on the alleged affair and identify missing parts.  Students 

should be asked why they think certain information was not included in the article and 

how that affected their perception of what happened. 

 
 


